Bathymetric contours are shown at 100m depth intervals.

NOT FOR NAVIGATIONAL PURPOSES

Coordinates are expressed in degrees and minutes. Where gazetted boundaries are not specified as whole minutes, the coordinates shown have been rounded to 3 decimal places of a minute (+/- 1 metre of gazetted coordinates).

Straight lines of this reserve, other than meridians and parallels, are geodesic lines (shortest line between points), they are not lines of constant bearing (rhumb line or loxodrome).

Zoning

Maritime boundaries

Limit of coastal waters
Scheduled Area boundary between South Australia and Victoria

Spatial data sources:
DoEE (2018): Australia's Network of Marine Parks
Geoscience Australia (2005) Australian Bathymetry and Topography
Geoscience Australia (2014): Australian Maritime Boundaries (AMB) v3
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